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DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem
.
The purpose of this study is to inquire into the
interest and knowledge of fifth grade children regarding
world affairs so as to better enable teachers to develop
a more effective program for the teaching of current
events for the nine, ten, and eleven year old child.
The study has involved (1) the setting up of a question-
naire to be given to children of selected groups, (2)
the tabulation and Interpretation of the results
obtained from the questionnaire given.
Importance of the s tudy ,
The United States is now in its fourth year of a
terrific world struggle which has very likely affected in
varying degrees the lives of almost everyone in this
country, not to mention those of other lands who have
been so much more vitally affected than we. We are all
only too familiar with the many ways in which war has
touched our lives -- with heartbreak, sacrifice, and
deprivation but also heroism, high purpose, and resource-




9 ,cl^ ocrrtl ;>aXjJpn.t c t '5 I •^Roq'ixfq oxf r
3n,r.lviB:^0T l: - tiLivo r'5-xi x Xq as^boi'-vcmi bn^ . ;rteiiictnl
qoItrvT^b oA '-^30 5*Xcr<v.fTo T:t»vi4k^o o^ sb oe z^ilffiTia b'X'iovv
cJne-'i'ii/i;’ *lo :\r\lcii: y-&"i 3£i.i 'lo'i ut/^. 'j^orrq avlAo^O iO o^Oia i?
.bXXf.o i lo 'liiSY n^Y«Xo .i-nXn 3fi’X ‘ro'^: eJritiVf)
-iioxXftStfp R '10' qi t^riX (i) b^vZovrii. exua \,Li.r:tE ofr’.'
(;A) , b9'Jc£il9f. xo rjj&‘iM 0 oX nevAg, 9d ocf «'ilx;n
«. iIiJE6^- Id riox j;v’V3'Tq*j9CfDl bn-B noiXBjafcfBX axict
,n.'<vZ"A ,3'iiBniipZTBDj;p Ddd nxcaii f>t»nlisXdo
-i xO r'l rti won f. 1 EDv..^cici b-DjAnb' erlT
al boS-t^Dj/: '• YAxav Ef;d rTri rr;' lanov -pxXJ 'I'lpJf /
eixij i.rl >>a.j jeoh-Ih- tv eriJ sF9‘tp,3b Tijr^Bv
evDd of>.' Fbrr'iZ T^r^d.o 'to Dp.':d;; iix'iXrisa: oX ^.on ^y'lvtxixxox*
^LZb 3’xS Z>DvtCD‘:'tB TjXZBctAv eaiofij dDuiu ce ris>ocl
HBrl c>t)U'.v nt BXBv.' y.fiBw ahA riij b*' *ijss M Irfija" ooX
rfi'S
,
(>iB6'XciJ'i-*- ad .:;X ft.- --- B^^v rZ ‘‘li/c bedd trod'
-.ti‘'i.jC'e,ifn ^Deoq'ii/q nvtxt ^/.i;c tc'ivb duo nox i bv ixrqob
EfiiDZ-'iofCiA He arviii aLi'id JsnA baqoxi vd i\l ctl Eeen.Cx'i
4 . *<. --j
will learn the lesson which we failed, to learn from the
last great conflict that,with the globe shrunken many
times by modern comraunlcatlonjWe as Americans cannot
live within ourselves but rather are members of a world
society whose every action affects us in the long run*
The problems of reorganizing world and domestic affairs
after this war will be tremendous and will demand the
very best of the leaders and of every citizen of every
country* This puts a particularly large responsibility
on the citizens of a democracy who have the opportunity
of choosing their leaders and their policies and of
making known their ideas* The responsibility is one
partly of keeping ourselves well Informed as to what is
going on in the world so that our opinions will be based
on reason and morals rather than on emotion and hearsay*
It is no longer easy to keep well informed and
to know the wisest policy in a society as complex as
ours* In early days it was a fairly simple job to be a
good citizen of a democracy because most of the issues
on which a man had to make a decision were within his
own experience and within his own community* Now,
however, society has become so much larger, so much more
complex and interdependent that an individual finds it
difficult to become well enough Informed to vote Intel-
"
•tfw " I
*jrii i.:o‘^'./. jn'iB?'>I oi bcCi:,^,l ev' rfo.f.xlw xiobeoI; nn^ibi XIJ.w
Y.niaiTi iT;'i>i'ft -'i rf?i D(.fc Ib g>.du dd" Lw, j-xs'ld- ;toXI'irroc' duori-3 dre-pJ.
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a ed Oj dof; oXoaila Yd'JiB'l b an-v d ?: by-bx) ’ j>se nl *811/0
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I
61011 xioorre 08 /lO^lfil .rinr'i, os fvioood OBd TtoXoOK
,,
1GV9WOd
ELiilt iBotlYlbal' nh dnxlJ J'tTeX.naqa.blodn-l. b.riB xoXqinoo
-lodix.' 3Jo\ od boraiolnl dgnono IXovV ©mooaa od dlx/ol'5'ilb
llgently® But, in the writer’s opinion, it is not
impossible and it is extremely essential that we assume
our responsibility in this respect©
It would seem to be the job of education to
develop and train, among other responsibilities of
citizenship, this one of keeping intelligently aware
and Informed as to what is going on in the world© As
P* K, Kruger has stated, "Democracy depends on the in-
telligence of the mass of citizens. Iherefore, there is
a need to study present problems,"^ H, H* Lawrence
emphasizes the same idea in these words, "Social effi-
ciency demands greater knowledge of current happenings©"^,
and again P* K© Branom says, "One of the great problems
of modern times is the proper education of our boys and
girls so that they will become good^ Intelligent American
citizens© As a result of a study made of this problem
G© M© Blair says, "In a democracy such as ours, it is
very necessary that all individuals possess adequate
1© P© K© Kruger, "Teaching of Current Events in
our Public Schools", Social Studies
.
32:101-5, March, 1941©
Ho Ho Lawrence, "Methods of Teaching Current
Events", Social Studies
, 29:245-50, October, 1938©
3o Po K© Branom, The Teaching of the Social
Studies ^ a Changing Wot^/ w© H© SadTlerT Inc., New















knowledge of what is happening in the nation and in the
world* Every effort should be made by the schools to
develop in pupils greater Interest in national and
world affairs*”^
No one would deny that it is one of the primary
functions of education to develop intelligent, consci-
entious citizens© Is it not reasonable to expect then
that education should encourage not only the spirit and
attitudes of good citizenship but should guide in the
acquisition of some of its skills as well?
The war with all of its implications has brought
world events painfully close to the experience of many
children and has touched to a lesser degree the experi-
ence of those far from the battlefrents* Children give
many evidences in their own activities of an intense
Interest in the war — In their dramatic play, in their
drawings of airplanes, battleships and pictures of enemy
leaders, in their games and in their conversation* Many
teachers have reported that the war has greatly increased
children’s interest in current events* A group of
California teachers in an article on ”‘lhe War — Our
4* G. M* Blair, "Relation of Intelligence to
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Children, Our Schools, Our Community" believe that, "Our
children are thinking about the war as revealed in many
ways. Among these is a greater interest in current
events, "S A study made by G, A, Pradel® in 1944 shows
that seventh grade pupils were Interested in many phases
of the war and were well informed on events connected
with it. Current events then have taken on a new im-
portance and interest due to the totality of modern war.
It would be to the advantage of world security and order
if we could maintain this interest in world affairs by
attaching some of the excitement and glamor of war to
the machinery for the organizing and maintaining of
world peace.
Aside from the fact that war has made world
affairs of vital interest to children, many educators
and parents feel that a frank discussion of war and its
effects is a real factor in maintaining emotional sta-
bility in children who have been upset by the tensions
and dislocations of this world chaos. Although there
is some disagreement on this subject, the concensus of
5, , "The War: Our Children - Our
Schools - Our Community", Progressive Education , 90:126-30,
March, 1943,
6, Go A, Pradel, Attitudes and Knowledge of
Children Regarding the Present World Crisis
,
(Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1944)
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opinion seems to be that knowledge dispels fear rather
than increasing it. R, Barbour states that, "Knowledge
of the facts acts as a stabilizing lnfluence>^ and that
concerning the war we should teach where, why and what
has happened* A group of teachers in a Workshop in
Elementary School Social Studies at Boston University
summarized majority opinion on this problem in this way^
"War conversation and discussion should not be banished
from the classroom. Understanding gives children greate
security. Children can stand reality better than they
can mystery. "S
If we ass\ime that world affairs today vitally
affect individuals, that interest in and knowledge of
what is happening is one requisite of good citizenship
which the schools should encourage, and that the war has
made current happenings a live issue in the thinking of
cnildren, the question arises as to where the study of
current events should commence. It is this question
which prompted the investigator to make this study. In
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the writer's own experience in the middle elementary
grades, it has been found that although there seemed to
be a moderate amount of interest in current events, it
did not appear to have too much effect on what the
children knew, what they thought about, what they read,
saw j or listened to concerning world affairs. This might
possibly indicate that the investigatorjas a fifth grade
teacher, was exposing them to material too far out of •
their experience to be meaningful or expecting them to
deal with problems too difficult for their mental matu-
rity. R. C. Preston in a stud;/- of children's reaction
to a contemporary war situation summarizes this question
well in this way, "No one would deny the desirability of
developing Individuals who are informed and judicious
concerning social problems, but it is important also
that the concepts stressed in the classroom be appropri-
ate to the maturity of the child, It would seem
reasonable, that the children's time and effort
should not be spent on mastery of ideas and subject
matter at a given age when it is discovered that normal
exposure to them has not resulted in much relevant in-
formation or interest. It might be wiser to let the
choice fall upon material about which children have
gathered information spontaneously and in which they do
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Since there seems to he disagreement as to whether
current events should be studied in the elementary grades,
a study of children’s interest in world affairs and of
information which they have gathered from the many
agencies to which they are exposed might be profitable.
Much has been written and some research made dealing
with this problem on various age levels. In the follow-
ing chapter these studies will be reviewed.
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General reading in the field .
In a survey of some of the literature concerning
the teaching of current events in the elementary grades,
it was found that many educators have expressed opinions,
though sometimes conflicting, on various phases of this
question and others have carried on significant studies
along this line all of which are pertinent to this
particular problem* Some of the related topics which
were discussed and which will be reviewed are as follows;
the age and grade where current events is studied, the
ability of children to understand social concepts,
factors influencing the knowledge of current events, the
effectiveness of instruction and different methods of
Instruction used* In conclusion a review of some of the
studies made so far in regard to children's information,
attitudes jUnd Interest regarding current events will be
made.
There seems to be rather a wide divergence of
opinion as to where the study of present world affairs
does and should begin. Most writers agree that a study
LX Ha’r'iAiio
, oii3.t: 'l e/.i^ ^ iioO
f
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of this type should be made at some time. Most of them
agree that a study of world affairs and of modern social,
economic ,and political problems should have an Important
part in a well-rounded high school curriculum* There is
little question either as to its value in junior high
school* But as to the extent that it should be taught
in the elementary grades -- this is a moot question* In
a survey made on what our schools are teaching, Bruner
concludes that,”lt is noticeable that that topic (in-
ternational and peace relations) is almost ignored be-
low grade nine which possibly indicates that educators
feel that international and peace relationships is too
difficult a subject to discuss in the lower grades*"^^
In a discussion of the subject M* Mason^^ believes that
current events can be understood by fourth graders
providing it is taught correctly* According to M* Terkel,
"Experience shows that children love current eventsj"^^
and in a study made by this author it was found that
10* Bruner and others, What Our Schools Are
Teaching
,
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, 1941, p* 132*




12* M. Terkel, "Current Events in Elementary
Schools", Social Education, 3:313-14, May, 1939*
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many school systems advocate ‘starting the teaching of
current events in the fifth grade© In general conver-
sation with middle grade teachers, the majority seem to
assume that the discussion of world affairs has a place
in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades© The extent of
teaching and the amount of time spent on it seems to
depend on the interest of the teacher©
Ro C© Preston concludes, however, from his study
on children’s reactions to war thatj”lt’s questionable
whether it is reasonable to require children of twelve
and under to engage in systematic, detailed study of
large-scale social undertakings (such as war) that do
not impinge directly upon their experience, At
about the thirteen year level contemporary wars as a
topic for study would appear appropriate and educative,
since at approximately this time relevant knowledge and
interest have been shown to become widespread and
detailed,*'!^ In a study carried on in Portland, Maine^^
in the upper elementary grades and high school jit was
found that a sixth grade did not respond too well to a
13. Preston, op . cit ©
,
p. 91©
14© L© C. Day, ”Boys and Girls and Current Events
Elementary Schoo l Journa l, 36:354-66, January, 1936©
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current events questionnaire, a majority of the group
getting only about 50 per cent of the questions,
• Closely allied to this question is that of whether
children have the ability to understand social concepts.
Broad principles of psychology tell us^of course_,that
very young children are confirmed egotists^ but that
growth brings an increasing circle of Interests from
complete absorption in themselves to interest in their
family, playmates, school, community and so on. As soon
as they begin to enjoy vicarious experience through
reading or dramatization their circle of interests and
understandings rapidly develops. Whether children of
nine, ten j and eleven have reached an age in experience
and maturity to understand social concepts seems doubt-
ful in the minds of some who have investigated which
would affect at least the methods and materials used in
teaching current events® In a study carried on by
Scott and Myers on children’s concepts of the common-
place which included their understandings of such things
as the terms civilization, commerce and constitution,
it was found that children had ^"Woefully vague and in-
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in their routine school work«"l^ Ayerl® reports from a
study made that abstractions such as theories of gov-
ernment, law making, social strife, and the growth of
democratic institutions appear beyond the understanding
of fifth grade children* Mitchell^'^ found from a
survey that most fifth grade children had little concept
of such terms as big business, militarism, strike^and
standard of living*
On the other hand, many authors feel that with
proper teaching there are some social concepts that
middle grade children can grasp* H* H* Lawrence^S is
of the opinion that since the war has greatly increased
children’s Interest in world affairs, those events
which can be appreciated and understood by middle grade
children should most certainly be taught* Althou^
15* P* Scott and G* C. Myers, "Children’s Empty
and Erroneous Concepts of the Commonplace," Journal of
Educational Research
, 8:327-334, November, 1925©
16# A* M* Ayer, Some Difficulties in Elementary
School History, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University^ New York, 1926*
17, P* G. Mitchell, "Ability of Pifth Grade
Pupils to Understand Certain Social Concepts", California
Journal of Elementary Education
, 4:20-28, 1935*
18* Lawrence, 0£* clt *
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Burton^^ in an investigation carried on over a ten year
period on children’s civic information found that the
best Informed group on a sixth grade level knew only
about 45 per cent of the civic material on which they
were tested, he feels that pupil interest and maturity
are such as to permit and demand the earlier intro-
duction of direct civic instruction®
In opposition to educators who feel that chron-
ological age is an important factor in determining
whether children are capable of grasping events of social
significance are those who are assured that the expe-
rience of the child is of more importance. These in-
vestigators, Including Jersild,20 Mitchell,
and others, feel that a child's ability to deal with
matters of social significance depends on the breadth
of previous experience and the amount of knowledge
already acquired which is more extensive in some child-
19® W, H, Burton, Children ’ s Civic Informat ion,
1924 -1955
,
The University of Southern California Press,
Los Angeles, 1936®
80® A® T. Jersild, "Children's Information and
Opinions", (digest). Psychological Bulletin
, 34:761, 1937®
21® Day, 0£® cit ®
22® Mitchell, op ® cit ®
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ren than in some adults. Some, particularly Day23
Mitchell^^, feel that adequate understanding of world
affairs can be developed by direct instruction.
Some research has been done on factors which in-
fluence children's knowledge of current events. Among
these factors are sex, experience, economic status, and
mental ability. Sex seems to Influence in general, al-
though not in Individual cases, children's degree of
interest in and knowledge of current events. In every
study made on this problem^boys were superior to girls
in what they knew about world affairs. In the study
carried on in Portland, Malne^^ one aim was to deter-
mine how boys and girls compared in their knowledge of
of current events, and it was found that boys were
superior to girls. Burton^® reported the same results
in his study on children's civic Information, The
tabulations on a questionnaire on war knowledge and
attitudes of seventh graders given by G, A, Pradel,^'^
23 23, Day
,
op , c i
t
,
24, Mitchell, op , cit ,
25, Day, op , cit ,
26, Burton, op , cit ,
27, Pradel, op , cit .
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reveal that boys were superior in their knowledge of
people, places, and events concerning the war. In
Preston’s^® study it was shown that girls were less able
or ready to form opinions on controversial Issues since^
with regard to partisanship concerning the war, a larger
percentage of girls took a neutral position or because
of lack of Interest took no stand at all.
Another factor which some educators feel has a
great effect on what children know about what is going
on in the world around them^is the economic status of
of the homes from which they come. Burton concluded
from his study that^”The economic status of the home
was the factor most closely connected with the amount
of information possessed by groups of pupils.^® oOther
investigators, though not as positive in their assertion
as Burton, felt that there was a definite correlation
between the two, Preston^^ concludes rather tentatively,
since he had fewer subjects from lower occupational
levels, that, in some areas of information concerning
the war, children of a higher economic level were
28, Preston, ££• cit .
Burton, 0£, cit . , p, 305.
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superior to those of a lower level although there was
little difference In the attitudes toward war expressed
by different groups.
A few studies attempted to measure the relation-
ship between mental ability and understanding of current
affairs. Preston^l reports in his survey of literature
that some investigators have found mental ability to be
an Important factor. The most extensive work on this
point was done by G. M. Blalr^^ who jin trying to deter-
mine the relation of intelligence to knowledge of world
affairs , tested 2,863 junior and senior high school
students. He found that there was a marked superiority
of those with high I.Q . *3 in both groups and that the
gifted junior high school students rated higher than the
high school pupils of low intelligence* Preston^^ in
his study on Children's Reactions to a Contemporary War
Situation attempted to determine this relationship as •
one factor in his investigation. He used mental age
rather than I.Q. as the criterion of Intelligenccj but
he found that on no item of Information did more than
34 per cent of the children at the highest mental age
31. Preston, op . cit .
32. Blair, 0£. cit .
33. Preston, op . cit .
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.fail while on almost three- fourths of the items a
greater proportion of the children at the lowest mental
age failed* However, mental age seemed to make no dif-
ference in the degree of interest in or anxiety about
the war expressed by the children tested*
As to the type of current events instruction
which is the most meaningful and profitable for younger
children, there seem to be two schools of thought, some
feeling that it should be Integrated into the school
program, others feeling that direct instruction is more
valuable*
By direct Instruction is meant a certain amount
of time set aside each week for the discussion of current
events* One of the investigators who found that this
type of instruction was the most effective was L* C* Day^^
who carried on a controlled experiment in the upper ele-
mentary grades and high school and among other factors
tried to determine how different types of instruction
affected the children’s knowledge of current events* One
group had regular, systematic Instruction using newspapers
as a basis of study; another had regular, systematic
Instruction using a current events magazine; a third had
t »
r. £n'.>oI r^rf:) Ic f:Aj‘-t,ijO'l -j.e'ii'io’ .ifcOtTrXfc no olXriv^ Ll^'i.
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informal. Irregular Instruction; and in a fourth group
no provisions were made for any type of instruction.
According to results determined by a current events test
%
the two groups having regular, systematic instruction
were superior to the other two groups# Burton^^ from
his work on children’s civic information concluded that
there was a need for more direct instruction in civic
matters# In another experiment carried on by Elchel^®
to determine the most effective method of teaching cur-
rent history^ three control groups of sixth graders were
set updone having instruction using a specially prepared
news magazine, another having instruction using a March
of Time sound filmland the third group using miscellane-
ous material with no Instruction whatsoever# The result
here showed that the sound film procedure with instruc-
tion was the most effective for long time recall# H#
Schulhoff^"^ in an article on teaching current events
believes that the children of this day and age are ex-
35# Burton, op# clt #
36# G# G# Elchel, "Experiment to Determine Most
Effective Method of Teaching Current History," Journal
of Experimental Education , 9:37-40, September, 1940#
37# Ho Schulhoff, "Teaching Current Events;
Information Please Idea", Grade Teacher, 58:70, January,
1941#
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posed to a great mass of material on world affairs but
that there is a tendancy toward careless listening and
interpretation of news* To counteract this the author
feels that the schools should give direct guidance in
current events to develop pride in American institutions,
to awaken interest in worthwhile things, and to teach
discrimination in reading and judging the news.
A plea for direct instruction in helping children
to Interpret what is happening in the world around them
is expressed by J® Emery in these words, "Teachers have
realized that young, immature pupils need special and
expert help in learning to follow the news and to under-
stand something of the social and economic factors active
in shaping present conditions* Pupils need special guid-
ance if they are to understand the complicated issues of
the day and it is the obligation of the teaching pro-
fession to develop methods and techniques for meeting
adequately the demands of the period#"^®
On the other hand a few investigators such as
Mitchell^^ have found that direct instruction does not
38* J* Emery, "Revelation of a Testing Program
in Current Affairs", School Review, 47:128-32, February,
1939*
39* Mitchell, op * cit »
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to a great degree Influence children’s knowledge and
attitudes concerning world affairs.
Other educators though equally strong in their
belief that schools should help children to learn to
Interpret the news feel that the study of world affairs
has more significance and meaning for young children if
it is integrated with the whole school program -- if it
is discussed and studied in any situation in which it
would help to throv/ light on a problem which has arisen^
be it in social studies, language or science,
Watrous,^^ Mo Mason, and Pander and Crawford^^
are of the opinion that current events should be taught
in connection with all subjects falling most naturally
within the social studies. Mason states, “Discussions
of current events then are not a correlation to school
activity but are an integration, a part of it and rise
naturally within a study because they explain and pro-
40, Watrous, ”lt Happened Before", Grade Teacher.
61:55, September, 1943,
t
41, Mason, 0£, cit ,
42, Do Go Pander and C, C, Crawford, Teaching the
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vide valuable Information*"'^^ Current events has become
a stereotyped term and usually connotes formal lessons
according to Stormzand and Lewis* It can be used, in
the opinion of these authors, at least on a high school
level as a motivation and basis for all social studies*
M* Terkel^^ brings out two points which in some
cases discourage the teaching of current events; first,
that teachers are apprehensive about opening up discus-
sion of controversial issues in their classrooms and
secondly, teachers are sometimes not well enough in-
formed themselves to be capable of doing a good job in
this field and thus do not stimulate an interest among
their students* He feels that teachers should strive
to connect all subjects with current events on
the grade levels on which they are teaching -- that
teachers must pick salient issues from the news and first
see clearly themselves the relationships they wish the
children to grasp.
There is much material to be found on particular
43o Maspn, 0£* cit *
44* M* J* Stormzand and R* H* Lewis, New Methods
in the Social Studies, Farrar and Rinehart Inc*, New
York, 1935, pp. 44-76*
45* Terkel, 0£* cit *
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methods and devices used in the teaching of current events
such as the use of the radio, films, and other visual
aids, and different types of map work^hut since this has
little bearing on the problem a detailed review is not
necessary here*
There are, then, many factors which have some
effect on children’s interest in and knowledge of current
events* Teachers must take these into account then ad-
just' their materials and methods to the particular
children they are guiding* It would seem helpful to
know where children’s interests lie in regard to world
affairs and whether children of a fifth year level are
in general Interested in them in times of crisis such
as these, and whether their Interest has resulted in the
acquiring of some accurate information* Some studies
have been made in recent years bearing directly upon
this problem*
Previous studies on children and world affairs *
Many interesting investigations have been made
concerning children’s awareness of the war and its im-
plications* Since the war is in the spotlight of world
affairs at the present time, these studies are pertinent*
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P, Jeldy^^ observed the reactions of children
of different age levels to the war at the University
Elementary School of the University of California during
the summer of 1943* From her observation and a ques-
tionnaire given^she concluded that these middle grade
children hate nations but not individuals, for they
hated Japan but not individual Japanese. Per feet con-
fidence in President Roosevelt, our military leaders, and
in the righteousness of our cause was expressed. They
were much more interested in the
.
machinery of the war,
such as how the equipment worked and how it was made,
than in campaigns or places although they could use maps
well. The children felt a great personal responsibility
towards the war in respect to buying war bonds and par-
ticipating in scrap drives but they gave little indica-
tion of being interested in a better world except as it
would be to the advantage of the United States. The
author feels that knowing these reactions should prevent
teachers from ti»ying to teach concepts and understandings
which are beyond a child’s comprehension.
46. P. Jeldy, ’’Reactions of Children of Different
Age Levels to the War and Their Implications for Teachers
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Another study made by D, Ho Russell^'^ reports
that the children he questlonned had little or no grasp
of profound political, economic or military developments
of the war# They knew the sensational and heroic side
and they had considerable knowledge of types of war
equipment especially war planes# Prom these findings
he suggests several emphases which he feels should be
stressed in meeting the social and emotional needs of
children in war and in building for future world secu-
rity. Among these suggestions are first, avoid teaching
leads to national egotism. Children are apt to feel
that America is winning this war alone^ while in terms
of sacrifice the Russians and Chinese and others have
suffered far more than Americans# This sort of thing
should be pointed out to children. Secondly, teach in-
ternational mindedness not through treaties and political
happenings which have little meaning for children but
through the lives of children and adults everywhere which
they can understand.
Concerning what children are thinking about the
47. D# H# Russell, "The Elementary School Child
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war, Hannah M* Lindhal^® reveals some interesting fig-
ures gathered from a questionnaire given to 1,054 fourth,
fifths and sixth graders in Mishawaka, Indiana, She
found that 78 per cent of the children listened to war
news on the radio; that 77 per cent liked war movies
which shows the craving of this age child for excitement
and thrill; that 75 per cent thought about the war^and
that 52 per cent read war accounts in the newspaper
although many professed that newspapers were too diffi-
cult to read. Contrary to the findings of Jeldy^^ these
children expressed utopian ideas of the world of the
future®
In an article on**Chlldren' s Interest in the War
and the Curriculum," Julia W, Abbott^^ states that in her
experience with children she finds that there is an in-
tense interest in the war as shown by their dramatic
play and by their drawings® These reveal a strong feel-
ing of nationalism and vengeance which is natural for
48® Hannah M, Llndhal, “'What Are ChiJ-dren Thinking
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young children but the author feels that the spectacular
and unusual must be balanced by constructive types of
curriculum activities which will gradually replace these
attitudes as the children grow older,
Victoria Wagner^^ found from her studies that
due to the war children show an increased interest in
geography particularly in relation to remote places, how
people live, the conception of the global world as shown
by global and polar maps, and in current events.
One of the most extensive and significant studies
was made by Ralph G, Preston^^ on Children * s Reactions
to a Contemporary War Situation, It was done in 1940,
before the United States had entered the war, with 581
children between the ages of ei^t and fifteen in a New
York metropolitan area. Two procedures were used, a
personal interview and a formal group test, to attempt
to draw a simple and unified picture of the meaning
children attach to a given war situation. In regard to
their information concerning the wars, he found that
most of the children were well aware of a state of war
51, Victoria Wagner, "Children's Work Experience
in Wartime", Progressive Education, 20:121-23, March,
1943.
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but knew few details when questioned more thoroughly.
About one- third of the group were unable to name nation-
al leaders and over half of the children failed on test
items dealing with events of the war. It is interesting
to note that the types of events they were most familiar
with were military campaigns and acts of violence*
Throughout the entire test the leaders and events which
were dramatic and sensational were most frequently known
rather than less striking matters or names which mi^t
have had deeper significance. In comparing the scores
of three age groups nine to ten, eleven to twelve, thir-
teen to fourteen,he found that the group aged thirteen
to fourteen showed the greatest mastery of items and
that boys were superior to girls in their extent of
information.
Another very interesting study was done in 1943
by Gertrude A, Pradel^^ on Attitudes and Knowledge of
Children Regarding the Present World Crisis
,
World War II ,
She gave a questionnaire to 757 seventh grade students
in junior high schools throughout New England, Her
results showed on the Informatf onal section that pupils
were well informed concerning events of this war but
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they were not so well informed concerning particular
people, their work; or places of strategic importance*
Ninety-six per cent of the pupils expressed interest in
war news and they held generally accepted attitudes on
political, racial, and economic questions*
The above studies show that very little work has
been done so far on the understanding of current events
by younger children# It is the purpose of this study
then to try to determine on a fifth year level (1) how
much spontaneous interest children have in current events
(2) to what degree their interest is evidenced by what
they know about world affairs, (3) what difference there
is between the interest and knowledge of boys and girls,
and (4) what type of news children are most interested
in and informed about*
To attempt to obtain answers to these questions
it was decided to set up a questionnaire consisting of
two parts — one to determine the degree of interest
fifth graders have in current events — the other to
determine how much information the nine, ten^and eleven
year old child has about world affairs*
Chapter III of this report will outline the pro-
cedure followed in setting up and administering the
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questionnaire and in selecting subjects for the study.
In Chapter IV the results of the two sections of the
questionnaire will be tabulated and organized. In the
final chapter the results will be summarized and conclu-
sions drawn.
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PROCEDURE FOR BUILDING AND ADMINISTERING
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Bulldlnp; the Interest Questionnaire .
The questionnaire given to work out this study
was divided into two parts. The first part was drawn
up to determine how much fifth graders were interested
in current events and consisted of twenty paired ques-
tions demanding a choice between an activity concerning
current events and some other kind of an activity in-
dulged in by this age child. It was decided that activ-
ities which children might carry on and in which there
could be found some items of news value were listening
to the radio, going to the movies, working at school,
and conversing at home in the presence of adults. There
are many other activities which could have been used but
since the time element and attention span of the child
had to be considered in administering the entire ques-
tionnaire, the above four categories were thought to be
the most applicable for the purposes of this investiga-
tion.
The intent of section A on the questionnaire was
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to determine to what degree a child was Interested in
current events by asking him to make a choice between
some sort of news broadcast and some other type of radio
program. In order to determine what sort of news pro-
grams children listen to and what their preferences
were in other types of programs, a preliminary question-
naire was given to two groups of fifth grade children.
The results showed that the types of news programs most
frequently heard were news broadcasts, news commentators,
such as Lowell Thomas, and programs dramatizing war
experiences such as Cavalcade of America and the Army
Hour which contain a certain amount of current news
information. Other types of programs most popular with
children were serials, Tom Mix being the most popular,
quiz programs with Truth and Consequences at the top,
continued human interest stories such as Blondie and
musical programs of two types -- dance bands, Danny Kaye
being the most popular, and symphony orchestra broad-
casts. These five types of popular programs were each
paired with a program of news Interest, The children
were asked to decide, if they could listen to only one
of the two programs paired, which one they would prefer
to listen to and to Indicate their preference by placing
a check in front of it. Section A of the interest part
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of the questionnaire was finally set up as follows:
A. To which radio program would you like to listen?
1, Tom Mix 3. a war play
or oiJ
the news a continued story






5o a news broadcast
or
a symphony orchestra
The purpose of section B was to determine how
much children were interested in current events by the
types of short subject movies thy liked to see. Movie
shorts were selected instead of full length pictures
because with the exception of war pictures there are few
that have news value and in regard to war pictures there
are so many other factors which enter into a child’s
enjoyment of them, that valid conclusions could not be
drawn. The most popular types of short subject movies
with news content j as indicated by a preliminary question-
naire, were news reels and March of Time. Other popular
types of movie shorts were each paired with a news short
and the children were asked to state their preference in
the same manner as in section A* Section B appeared on
the questionnaire as follows:
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2. March of Time 4* ^March of Time
or or




a fashion note short
In section C the purpose was to determine their
interest in world affairs by where current events as a
school subject stood in popularity with other school sub-
jects and activities. School activities connected with
current events which were comraonly engaged in were current
events discussion, reading news magazines such as "The
Weekly Reader" or "Young America", having news quizzes,
writing current events reports, and doing map work, ochool
subjects snd activities at the top of the popularity
list, as indicated by the preliminary questionnaire, were
arithmetic, social studies, art, and reading as subjects
and painting, writing reports, reading^ and map work as
activities within these subject matter fields. Five of
these subjects and activities were each paired with a
current events activity and the children asked to check
their preference in each pair. Since a child's choice
might have been affected by the type of activity men-
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tioned rather than by the content of the activity, it
was necessary to have each pair consist of the same type
of activity with different subject matter emphasis* For
instance^ item 2 in section C involved reading in both
choices but reading a news magazine in one case and a
reading book in the other* Likewise item 3 suggested a
quiz in both Instances but a spelling bee for one choice
and a news quiz for the other* Section C appeared on the
questionnaire as follows;
G* Which would you like to do in school?
1. do arithmetic 3* have a spelling
or bee or
have current events have a news quiz









write a report on
’some news event
In section D an attempt was made to determine a
child's interest in what is going on in the world around
him by finding out what he enjoyed talking about with
adults* The topics of conversation chosen which would
be based on news events and which might be engaged in
commonly at the family dinner table were about how the
war is progressing, about matters of domestic government
and about Individuals’ war experiences* Other types of
conversation which predominate at the dinner table and
7t.
in which children have an interest according to the pre-
liminary questionnaire were about the neighbors, about
school work and experiences, about business, about
difficulties of shopping, and about recreational activ-
ities such as the movies. These topics of general con-
versational Interest were each paired with topics with
news content and the children were again asked to check
their preferences. Section D was finally set up as
shown below:
D. 'A/hich topics of conversation would you most enjoy
listening to and taking part in at your dinner table
at home?
1. about how the war
is going or
about the neighbors
2* about what happened
at school or
about how our leaders









5. about a soldier's war
experience or
about a movie
Building the Informational ;^uestionnaire o
The second section of the questionnaire was set
up to determine how much the fifth grade child knows
about world affairs — to see how his interest as express-
ed in Part I carried over into what Information he had
acquired. This part of the questionnaire consists of
sixty-five informational questions containing eight
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I multiple choice questions in Part II, twenty true and
false statements in Part III, five completion questions
in Part IV and thirty-two matching exercises in Part V,
;
The first step in drawing up this section of the
i
!
questionnaire was to determine what news had been most
i
1
' in the forefront over the three months period including
i
I
November and December 1944 and January 1945. It was
decided to limit the news coverage to this three months
I
period because a child’s span of recall Is apt to be
very short and this particular three months period was
'I
' one full of unusual news --- a presidential election at
home and many vital battles on the war fronts.
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To determine the most prominent news items for
this period a careful survey of newspapers and magazines
was made which included the following; Time, Newsweek,
Life, Poreigh Policy Bulletins, Christian Science Monitor,
The Boston Herald, and Young America* Topics found to
be most prominent and on a child’s level of understanding
were war events and campaigns, the war effort at home
with its many ramifications, sports, the presidential
election, and matters of foreign policy.
Since one of the objectives of the study was to
find out what types of news children were most interested
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in, the news was divided into two main categories, home
,
news and war news. The home news contained questions
on the presidential election, national government, post-
war plans, the war effort at home, sensational events,
sports, national leaders, and terms currently in use.
The war news likewise covered a wide field including
questions on events of the war, campaigns, war equip-
ment, war terms, strategic places^ and military leaders.
After the news items were selected much prelim-
inary testing was done to aid in determining statements
to be used in the multiple choice, completion^ and match-
ing exercises. Keeping the vocabulary on a fifth year
level presented some difficulty so before the sending
out of the final questionnaire another preliminary test
was given to a fifth grade and the results indicated
that it was challenging but not too difficult for the
average fifth grade child. The questionnaire as it was
finally set up and given in mimeographed form will be
found in the appendix, p,9l*
Scoring the (.^estionnalre .
On the Interest section bf the questionnaire
there were twenty choice questions each containing one
current events choice. One point was given for each
w.od.
,
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choice which showed a current events preference^ so that
if the current events activity was chosen every time the
total score was twenty.
In the informational section there were sixty-five
questions. One point was given for each question an-
swered correctly^ so that a perfect score totalled sixty-
five.
The Selection of Groups to be Tested .
Since the writer was particularly interested in
the fifth grade child’s understanding of current affairs,
that grade was chosen as the one in which to carry on
this study. Moreover, many investigators had done work
with older groups and some had suggested that studies of
this nature be carried on with younger children, G, A,
Pradel who carried on a similar investigation on a
seventh grade level suggested that her "-—preliminary
testing showed that interesting results could be ob-
tained from a good grade five as well as from groups in
senior high school®
The questionnaire was given to 468 fifth grade
54, Pradel, 0£, cit , , p, 32,
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children, 232 boys and 236 girls, in sixteen different
schools in suburban and urban areas. Towns and cities
in which the tests were given were Augusta and Farmington,
Maine; Auburn, Belmont, Natick, Needham, Newton, Norton,
Quincy and Winchester, Massachusetts.
The following chapter will contain the tabulations
of data obtained from the questionnaire.
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CHAPTER IV
DATA PROM THE «<^0E3TI0NNAIRE
Tables summarizing the results of the question-
naire are found in this chapter. There are tabulated
results dealing with the interest and the informational
sections of the questionnaire. Before Table I there is
a copy of the interest section with directions as given
in the questionnaire which will help in reading Tables
I, II, and III. Tables IV through VII, which show
results from the informational sections of the question-
naire, are preceded by a copy of the informational
questions as given on the test. Detailed interpretations
of all of the tables will be made in Chapter V.
In Table I the results for each choice on the
interest section are shown. On the questionnaire there
were four sections, A through D, each containing five
items, every item of which involved a choice between two
activities as indicated by the a and b following each
number on the table. The table shows the niimber and per
cent of boys who made each choice. The same is done for
the girls and for both boys and girls as a total. The
purpose of these figures was to determine how much fifth
grade boys and girls were interested in current events.
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COPY OF PART I
Directions: In the following exercises you are asked to make choices
as to things you like to do best. If you could do only one of the
activities in each group, mark the one you would like to do best by
placing a check in front of it.
Example: Which would you like to do best?
go to the dentist
or
go to the circus
You would probably place a check in front of "go to the circus."
Put it in.
A. To what radio program would you like to listen?





2. a news broadcast 4. a dance band
or
Truth or Consequences a
or
news broadcaster
5. a news broadcast
or
a symphony orchestra
Which movie would you like to see?





2. March of Time 4. March of Time
or
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COPY OF PART I
(continued)




3. have a spelling bee
or
have a news quiz
2. read your news magazine
or
read your reading book
4. write a story
or
^write a report on
some news event
5. do map work
or
^do painting
D. Which topics of conversation would you most enjoy listening to
and taking part in at your dinner table at home?
lo about how the war is
going or
^about the neighbors
2. about what happened
at school or
about how our leaders are
running the country
3. ^about your father’s
work or
about current events
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THE RESULTS OP INTEREST SECTION (PART I)
FOR ALL FIFTH GRADE CHILDREN TESTED
Total number of boys tested 232
Total number of girls tested 236
Total number of children tested 468
STATEMENT BOYS GIRLS TOTAL OMITTED
# # % # % # #
A. 1. a. 168 72,4 155 65.7 323 69.1 18
b. 60 25.9 67 28;4 127 27.2 18
2. a. 44 18.9 20 8.5 64 13.7 12
b. 182 78.4 210 89.0 392 83.9 12
3. a. 173 74.6 113 47.9 286 61.2 26
b. 47 20.3 109 46.2 156 33.4 26
4. a. 79 34.0 156 66.
1
235 50.3 33
b. 137 59.0 63 26.7 200 42.8 33
5. a. 141 60.8 83 35.2 224 47.9 55
b. 64 27.6 125 53.0 189 40.4 55
B. 1. a. 185 79.7 197 83.5 382 81.7 14
b. 40 17.2 32 13.6 72 15.4 14
2. a. 95 40.9 79 33.5 174 37.2 31
b. 126 54.3 137 58.1 263 56.3 31
3. a. 40 17.2 114 48.3 154 32.9 28
b. 182 78.4 104 44.1 286 61.2 28
4. 8, • 31 13.4 36 15.3 67 14.3 24
b. 191 82.3 186 78.1 377 80.7 24
5. a. 167 71.9 101 42.8 268 57.4 66
b. 31 13.4 103 43.7 134 28.7 66
C. 1. a. 96 41.4 129 54.7 225 48.2 22
b. 129 55.6 92 39.0 221 47.3 22
2. a. 119 51.3 79 33.5 198 42.4 33
b* 99 42.7 138 58.5 237 50.7 33
3. a. 90 38.8 156 66.1 246 52.6 22
b. 131 56.
5
69 29.3 200 42.8 22
4. a. 110 47.4 148 64.8 258 55.2 29
b. 110 47.4 71 30.1 181 38.7 29
5. a. 95 40.9 67 28.4 162 34.7 58
b. 105 45.3 143 60.6 248 53.1 58
D. 1. a. 195 84.0 157 66.7 352 75.3 18
b. 30 12.9 68 28.8 98 20.9 18
2. a. 82 35.3 143 60.6 225 48.2 24
b. 141 60.8 78 33.1 219 46.9 24
3. a. 93 40.1 110 46.6 203 43.4 27
b. 128 55.2 110 46.6 238 50.9 27
4. a. 178 76.7 118 50.0 296 63.3 27
b. 40 17.2 105 44.5 145 31.0 27
5. a. 159 68.5 134 56,8 293 62.7 45








How to Read Table II
In order to determine how much the children test-
ed were interested in current events. Interest scores
were taken and a distribution of these scores made. As
explained on page 38 an Interest score is equivalent to
the number of times a child marked a choice of current
events nature. The scores range from zero, indicating
that no current events choices were made, to twenty,
denoting that all choices made were of current events
nature. The numbers of boys, girls, and of both groups
who received each score were deter*mined and the distri-
bution made as sho^/m on Table II
V noiJt'X trio ocW ciofm woxf &0lfrrrt ^&5 oct TSttrco
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF INTEREST SCORES
FOR ALL FIFTH GRADE CHILDREN TESTED
Total number of boys tested 232
Total number of girls tested 256
Total number of children tested 468
INI-EREST NUMBER OF CHILDREN
SCORE BOYS GIRLS TOTAL
0 3 12 15
1 2 9 11
2 5 13 18
3 6 20 26
4 3 18 21
5 1 20 21
6 13 18 31
7 14 24 38
8 14 26 40
9 17 16 53
10 21 12 33
11 31 13 44
12 29 7 36
13 28 10 38
14 22 5 27
15 6 3 9
16 6 0 6
17 7 3 10
18 3 4 7
19 1 2 3
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How to Read Table III
One of the purposes of this investigation was
to find out how much the children's interest, as ex-
pressed by their interest score, carried over into how
much they knew about current events, as shown by their
score on the informational section. The informational
scores for all boys receiving an interest score of zero
were averaged and compared with the interest score and
so on for all of the interest scores. For example, the
average informational score for all boys who had an in-
terest score of zero was 28®0. The same procedure was
followed for the girls and for both boys and girls as
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COMPARISON OP INTEREST SCORES
WITH AVERAGE INPORI^TION SCORES
FOR ALL FIFTH GRADE CHILDREN TESTED
Total number of boys tested 232
Total number of girls tested 256
Total number of children tested 468
INTER!,ST AVERAGE INPORMTION SCORE
SCORE BOYS GIRLS TOTALS
0 28.0 27.2 27.3
1 36.0 32.2 32,9
2 36.2 30.2 31,8
3 40.5 29.7 32.2
4 39.3 30.1 31.4
5 32.0 30.4 30.4
6 34.8 32.2 33.3
7 35.6 31.5 33,0
8 37.6 35.0 35.3
9 38.6 33.4 35.4
10 39.3 38.5 39.0
11 41.2 39.7 40.8
12 39.1 36.6 38.6
13 42.3 38.6 41.3
14 42.6 34.8 41,2
15 40,5 46.7 42.6
16 43.0 0.0 43.0
17 45.1 36.7 42.6
18 40.7 33.5 36.7
19 61.0 40,5 47.3
20 0.0 26.0 26.0
t(
The following tables show data concerning the
informational section of the questlonnaireo The tabu-
lated data is preceded by a copy of this section with
directions as given on the test. The numbers in the
first coliimn on each sheet are consecutive numberings
of the sixty-five questions used to facilitate the read-
ing of the tables.
How ^ Read Table
In order to determine how well informed the
children were on news events covered by this question-
naire, an information score wag taken. There were sixty
five questions on the informational test and one point
was given for each question answered correctly. The
number of girls, bo3’’Sjand of both groups who received
each score from zero to sixty-five was determined and
a distribution of these scores made as shown on Table
IV,
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COPY OP PART II
Directions: Choose the best ending for each of these sentences.
Place the number of the ending you choose on the line before the
sentence.




Choose the best ending. What number should be placed
in front of the sentence?
1. 1. General Joseph Stllwell was recalled from China as commander
of the China-Indla-Burma theatre of war because
1. he had business to attend to in the United States.
2. he and Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek did not agree
on how the war should be carried on in China.
3. the campaign was not gaining ground fast enough
in that area.
2. 2. Cordell Hull recently retired as Secretary of State because
1. he was ill.
2. he and the President disagreed.
3. he was given a new position.
3. 3. The result of the German robot bombings on England has
been to
1. seriously damage many war factories.
2. break down the courage of the English.
3. cause suffering and destruction among civilians.
4. 4. According to law, the re-election of President Roosevelt
on November 7 was not certain until January 6, 1945, because
1. the soldiers' vote was not all in until then.
2. the number of votes was so close they could not tell.
3. the votes of the electoral college were not counted
until then.




6. 6. Although the Nazis have been driven out of Greece for many
weeks, fighting has still been going on there between
1. some Greeks and some British.
2. some Russians and some Greeks.
3. some Japanese and some Russians.







COPY OP PART II
( continued)
8. 8. One of the largest, most heavily armored, and best known
tanks now in use in this war is called
1, the flame thrower,
2, the Royal Tiger,
3, the Mustang.
COPY OF PART III
Directions: Before each sentence there is a + and a - sign.
If you believe that the sentence is correct, draw a circle around
the + sign. If you believe that a sentence is not correct, draw a
circle around the - sign.
Examples: + - A nickel is worth five cents. Draw a circle
around the + sign,
+ - Roses are always red. Draw a circle around the
- sign,
9o !• + - One of Germany's largest battleships, the Tlrpitz, has
been sunk recently by the British.
10. 2. + - B-29's take off from airplane carriers to bomb Japan.
11, 3, + - A large balloon sent over by the Japanese was found on
the West coast a short time ago.
IS. 4, + - The man who ran for President against Franklin D, Roosevelt
in 1944 was Thomas E. Dewey,







Army and Navy officials believe that after this war all
boys should be made to have some military training as
part of their education.
Recently several high Army officers have been promoted
to a new rank to whom people give the name "5 star
generals".
During the time between Pearl Harbor and January 1, 1945,
there have been over 1,000,000 American soldiers, sailors,
and Marines killed.
The United States now has enough people working in
war plants.
In the much talked of Array-Navy football game in
December, Navy was victorious over Army.
Basketball is becoming a popular sport in New England,
20.12, + - The military campaign in Holland was slowed down by
floods.
21.13, + - The Germans on the Western front have been continually
retreating since DtrDay,
22.14, + - The war in China has been going badly for the United
Nations,
23.15, + - We have now retaken from the Japanese all of the
Philippine Islands,
24.16, + - The O.P.A, recently had to take away some of our red





COPY OP PART III
(continued)
25.17. + - The Army and Navy have plenty of nurses to care for the
wounded service men.
26.18. + - At the recent International Air Conference it was agreed
by all nations present that after the war there shall be
freedom of the air.
27.19. + - Nubbin’s illness was so serious that he died just before
Christmas.
28.20. + - Ihe two German spies who landed in Maine a short time
ago are still being hunted by the P.B.I.
COPY OF PART IV
Directions: Put the missing word in the blank space in each
sentence. Choose your missing word from the list at the end of
the exercise. You v/ill not need to use all of the words.
29.
1. The Germans have recently organized a to
help the army fight the United Nations when the fighting enters
the German homeland.
30. 2. On January 20 President Roosevelt went through the ceremony of
taking office, which is called the President's
31. 3. The act of changing our wartime industry and business back to
peacetime production is called
.
32. 4, Harry S. Truman is the new of the United
States.


















COPY OP PART V
Directions: In these exercises put the number of the group o-^
words In column 2 In front of the word In column 1 with which It
Is most closely connected. You will not need to use all of the
numbers.
Column 1 Column 2
EXERCISE
34, ^lAflnston Churchill 1,
35* Joseph Stalin 2,
36, ^Henrlch Himmler 3,




^Harry S, Truman 6,
40. Charles de Gaulle 7,










48. ground- forces 7.
49. Atlantic Charter 8,
9 .
A
Chief of the German Secret
Police.
Leader of the French government
One time head of the W.P.B,
Vice-president of the United
States
Marshall of the Soviet Union
German Minister of Propaganda




Prime Minister of England
B
Soldiers who fight on land
to draw back from the enemy
crack German troops
the German air force
statement of Allied war alms
sell goods in small amounts
buying and selling things
against the law
a scarcity of something
after the war











CO^Y OF PART V
(continued)
Column 1 Column 2
EXERCISE C
50. Antwerp 1. Pacific base for B-29's
51
0
Luzon 2. Capital of Russia
52. Saipan 3. Capital of the United
States
55. ^Tokyo 4. Capital of England
54. Moscow 5. Largest island of the
Philippines
55. Rhine River 6. Important supply port
in Europe
56. ^London 7o Capital of Germany
57. Berlin 8. Western defense line of
the Germans
9* Capital of Japan
10. Town recently heroically




Lt. -General George S. Patton
D
1. Commander in Chief of
59. Field Marshall von Rundstedt 2.
the pacific Fleet
Commander in Chief of
60. Admiral Chester W* Nlmitz 3.
the Chinese Army
Chief of Staff of the
U.S. Army
61. General Douglas MacArthur 4. Commander of the U.S.
62. Major Richard Bong 5.
3rd Army
Commender of the .
63. General Sir H.R. L.G. Alexander6.
Mediterranean theater
One time ace flier in
64. Generalissimo Chlang Kai-shek 7.
the Pacific
German Commander of the
65. General Dwight D. Elsenhower 8.
Western Front
Supreme Commander of the
9.
Allied Forces in the
Pacific
Commander in Chief of
the U.S, Fleet










THE DISTRIBUTION OP INFORMATIONAL SCORES
FOR ALL FIFTH GRADE CHILDREN TESTED
Total number of boys tested 232
Total number of girls tested 256
Total number of children tested 468
INFORiviATlON NO. OP CHILDREN
SCORE B. G. T.
0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 2 2
8 0 1 1
9 0 1 1
10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 0 0
13 1 1 2
14 1 0 1
15 0 3 3
16 1 1 2
17 0 1 1
18 2 1 3
19 0 3 3
20 3 3 6
21 0 7 7
22 1 3 4
23 3 5 8
24 2 7 9
25 1 6 7
26 6 16 22
27 2 10 12
28 4 8 12
29 10 15 25
30 3 11 14
31 10 12 22
32 6 9 15
33 5 5 10
34 6 9 15
35 6 10 16
36 6 11 17
37 9 2 11
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THE DISTRIBUTION OP INFORMATIONAL SCORES
FOR ALL FIFTH GRADE CHILDREN TESTED
INFORMATION NO. OP CHILDREN
SCORE B. Go T.
39 11 6 17
40 14 9 $5
41 7 8 15
42 7 11 18
43 10 5 15
44 12 3 15
45 10 0 10
46 4 3 7
47 5 5 10
48 13 2 15
49 3 3 6
50 9 0 9
51 4 4 8
52 3 2 5
53 5 3 8
54 3 2 5
55 2 1 3
56 3 1 4
57 3 0 3
58 2 0 2
59 3 0 3
60 0 1 1
61 1 0 1
62 0 0 0
63 0 0 0
64 0 0 0


















How to Read Tables V and VI,
In order to find out what sort of news boys and
girls were Informed about, each question on the question-
naire was treated separately. As shown on Tables V and
VI the number and per cent of boys, girls, and of both
groups who had each question right was determined. The
same was done for the number and per cent of subjects
who had each question wrong.
The questions are not numbered as they appeared
on the questionnaire, but for the purposes of clarifica-
tion are numbered consecutively, one through sixty-five
corresponding v/ith the consecutive numbering on the
copy of the test on pp. 50-54,
In order to show the results of Part V more
clearly, Table VI is set up in a slightly different
manner substituting the names, places and terms for the
numbers of the questions.
.vs
il
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RESULTS OF QUESTIONS 1-35
FOR ALL FIFTH GRADE CHILDREN TESTED
Total number of boys tested 232
Total mamber of girls tested 256
Total number of children tested 468
6
RIGHT WRONG
QUEST . BOYS GIRLS TOTAL BOYS GIRLS TOTAL OMITS
# % # # % # _ % _ # # % #
1 94 42,5 77 32.4 171 36.5 128 55.2 138 58.5 266 56.9 31
2 104 44.8 87 36.9 191 40.9 114 49.1 135 57.2 249 53.3 28
3 139 59.9 121 51.3 260 55.6 91 39.2 104 44.1 195 41.7 13
4 21 9.1 18 7.6 39 8.3 208 89.6 211 89.5 419 89.7 10
5 207 89o2 212 89.9 419 89.7 21 9.1 17 7.2 38 7.1 11
6 102 43.9 68 28.8 170 36.4 122 52.6 147 62.4 269 57.6 29
7 206 88.8 187 79.3 393 84.1 23 9.9 30 12.7 53 11.3 22
8 121 52.1 70 29.7 191 40.9 105 45.3 144 61.1 249 53.3 28
9 147 63.3 138 58.5 285 60.9 74 31.9 70 29.7 144 30.8 39
10 163 70.3 96 40.7 259 55.4 63 27.2 126 53.4 189 40.4 20
11 115 49.6 85 36.0 200 42.8 108 46.5 129 64.7 237 50.7 31
12 214 92.2 208 88.2 422 90.3 16 6.9 21 8.9 37 7.9 9
13 77 33.2 86 36.2 263 34,9 151 65.1 133 56.4 284 60.8 21
14 156 67.2 142 60.2 298 63.8 67 28.9 73 30.9 140 29.9 30
15 159 68.5 143 60.3 302 64.6 64 27.6 71 30.1 135 28.9 31
16 80 34.5 79 33.5 159 34.0 146 62.9 142 60.2 288 61.6 21
17 203 87.5 214 90.7 417 89.2 25 10.8 17 7.2 42 8.9 9
18 117 50.4 90 38.2 207 44.3 101 43.5 104 44.1 205 43.9 56
19 192 82.8 183 77.6 375 80.3 32 13.8 33 13.9 65 13.9 28
20 142 61.2 128 54.3 270 57.8 79 34.0 76 32.2 155 33.2 43
21 91 39.2 83 35.2 174 37.2 135 58.2 125 53.0 260 55.6 34
22 106 45.7 111 47.1 217 46.4 119 51.3 99 41.9 218 46.7 33
23 177 76.3 131 55.5 308 65.9 48 20.7 87 36.9 135 28.9 25
24 123 53.0 134 56.8 257 54.9 98 42.2 83 35.2 181 38.7 30
25 201 86.6 205 86.9 406 86.9 25 10.8 19 8.1 44 9.4 18
26 35 15.1 46 19.5 81 17.3 183 78,9 150 63.6 333 71.3 54
27 112 48.3 125 53.0 237 50.7 90 38.8 77 32.4 167 35.7 64
28 186 80.2 161 68.3 347 74.3 37 15.9 56 23.7 93 19.9 28
29 92 39.7 58 24.6 150 32.1 120 51.7 142 60.2 262 56.1 56
30 77 33.2 69 29.3 146 31.2 129 55.6 142 60.2 271 57.9 51
31 105 45.3 84 35.6 189 40.2 84 36.2 103 43.7 187 40.0 92
32 181 78.0 174 73.8 355 75.9 42 18.1 47 19.9 89 19.0 24




RESULTS OP QUESTIONS 34-65
FOR ALL FIFTH GRADE CHILDREN TESTED
Total riLunber of boys tested 232
Total number of girls tested 256










34. Churchill 190 81.9 166 70.4 356 76.2 24
35. Stalin 136 58.6 97 41.1 233 49.9 46
36. Himmler 136 58.6 102 43.2 238 50.9 45
37, Dewey 183 78,9 173 73.4 356 76.2 22
38. Hirohlto 211 90.9 167 70.8 378 80.9 22
39, Truman 158 68.1 150 63, 6 308 65.9 41
40. de Gaulle 128 55.2 98 41.6 226 48.4 71








34. Churchill 37 15.9 51 21,6 88 18.8
35. Stalin 83 35.8 106 44,9 189 40.4
36o Himmler 87 37.5 98 41.6 185 39.6
37. Dewey 45 19.4 45 19.1 90 19.3
38. Hirohlto 15 6,5 53 22.5 68 14,6
39. Truman 61 26.2 58 24.6 119 25.5
40. de Gaulle 79 34.0 92 39.0 171 36.6




PiESULTS OP (siUESTIONS 34-65










42. retreat 204 87.9 183 77.6 387 82.8 24
43 * Luftwaffee 159 68.5 111 47.1 270 57.8 81
44. O.P.A. 149 64.2 153 64.9 302 64.6 31
45. blackmarket 220 94.8 210 89.0 430 92.0 10
46. rationing 126 54.3 118 50.0 244 52.2 36
47. post-war 175 75.4 152 64.4 327 69.9 36
48. ground forces 207 89.2 199 84.4 406 86.9 16








42. retreat 21 9.1 36 15.3 57 12.2
43. Luftwaffe 50 21.6 67 28.4 117 25.0
44. O.P.A. 73 31.5 62 26.3 135 28.9
45. blackmarket 8 3.4 20 8.5 28 5.9
46. rationing 90 38.8 98 41.6 188 40.2
47. post-war 43 18.5 62 26.3 105 22.5
48. ground forces 20 8.6 26 11.0 46 9.8




RESULTS OP QUESTIONS 34-65










50. Antwerp 69 29.7 37 15,7 106 22.7 104
51, Luzon 147 63,3 96 40,7 243 52,0 65
52. Saipan 143 61,6 61 25,9 204 43.7 71
53p Tokyo 214 92,2 174 73.8 388 83,0 33
54. Moscow 158 68,1 106 44,9 264 56,5 63
55. Rhine River 140 60,3 86 36,5 226 48,4 83
56o London 169 72,8 141 59,8 310 66,3 44








50. Antwerp 126 54.3 132 56,1 258 55,2
51. Luzon 69 29,7 91 38.6 160 34.2
52. Saipan 68 29,3 125 53,0 193 41.3
53. Tokyo 8 3.4 39 16.5 47 10.1
54. Moscow 56 24.1 85 36,0 141 30,2
55. Rhine River 64 27.6 95 40,3 159 34.0
56. London 44 18,9 70 29.7 114 24,4




RESULTS OF QUESTIONS 34-65










58. Patton 107 46.1 66 27.9 173 37.0 93
59. von Rundstedt 167 71.9 121 51.3 288 61.6 95
60. Nimitz 92 39.7 46 19.5 138 29.5 133
61. MacArthur 105 45.2 45 19.1 150 36.1 80
62. Bong 119 51.3 75 31.8 194 42.5 146
63. Alexander 48 20.7 22 8.3 70 14.9 175
64. Chlang Kai-siiek 195 84.0 172 72.9 367 78.5 63
65. Eisenhower 42 18.1 32 13.6 74 14.8 121
WRONG
STATEMENT BOYS GIRLS TOTAL
# % # % #
58. Patton 98 42.2 104 44.1 202 43.2
59. von Rundstedt 35 15,1 50 21.2 85 18.2
60. Nimitz 102 43.9 95 40.3 197 42.2
61. MacArthur 101 43.5 137 68.1 238 50.9
62. Bong 64 27.6 64 27.1 128 27.6
63. Alexander 122 52.6 101 42.8 223 47.7
64, Ghiang Kai-shek 13 5.6 25 10.7 38 8.1
65. Eisenhower 153 65.9 120 50.9 273 58.4
(
How to Read Table Vll
The following table helps to clarify what type
of news fifth grade children were Informed about by
showing the order In which the news Items were known by
the children tested.
The figures In the column, Order of Knowledge, In-
dicate the order In which the questions were familiar.
The second column gives the number of the question as
numbered consecutively on the questionnaire. The third
column contains the per cent of boys and girls who an-
swered the question correctly. The statements In the
column, C^uest ion Summary; are resumes of the thought of
the questions given on the questionnaire. For example,
the question most familiar, as indicated by number 1 in
the first column, which was question number 41 on the
questionnaire and was recognized by 96,1 per cent of
the group tested, was the identification of Franklin D,
Roosevelt as President of the United States.
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ARRANGEIiffiNT OP INFORMATIONAL QUESTIONS
IN ORDER IN ’AfHICH THEY WERE KNOWN
BY ALL FIFTH GRADE CHILDREN TESTED
Total nujnber of boys tested 232
Total rmmber of girls tested 236
Total number of children tested 468
QUEST. % QUESTION
# RIGHT SUMMRY
41 96.1 Roosevelt, President of the United States
45 92.0 Blackmarket, illegal buying and selling
12 90.3 Dewey, Presidential candidate
5 89.7 Horse racing ban
17 89.2 Need for war workers
25 86.9 Shortage of army and navy nurses
48 86.9 Ground forces, land soldiers
7 84.1 B-29’s, longest range bomber
53 83.0 Tokyo, capital of Japan
42 82.8 Retreat, withdraw from enemy
38 80.9 Hirohito, Emperor of Japan
19 80.3 Basketball, growing New England sport
64 78.5 Chiang Kai-shek, Chinese leader
57 77.7 Berlin, capital of Germany
37 76.2 Dewey, Republican Presidential candidate
34 76.2 Churchill, British Prime Minister
32 75.9 Truman, newly elected vice-president
28 74.3 Maine landing of German spies
47 69.9 Post-war, after the war
56 66.3 London, British capital
39 65. 9 Truman, vice-president
23 65.
9
Progress of Philippine campaign
44 64.6 O.P.A., government agency
15 64.6 Appointment of five star generals
14 63.8 Issue of peacetime military training
59 61.6 Von Rundstedt, German commander in West
9 60o9 Sinking of Tlrpltz
43 57.8 Luftwaffe, German Air Force
20 57.8 Floods hinder Netherlands Campaign
54 56.5 Moscow, capital of Russia
33 56.3 Meaning of term United Nations
3 55. 6 Effect of German robot bombs on England
10 55.4 B-29’s not based on carriers
24 54.9 Invalidation of food points
46 52o2 Rationing, selling goods in small amounts
51 52.0 Luzon, largest of Philippines
36 50.9 Himmler, leader of Gestapo





























AREANGEMENT OP INPORB/iATTONAL QUESTIONS
IN ORDER IN 'AHICH THEY WERE KNOWN
































49*9 Stalin, Russian leader
48*4 Rdlne River, German Western defense line
48.4 De Gaulle, Prench leader
46.4 Unsucdessful campaign in China
44.3 Outcome of Army-Navy football game
43.7 Saipan, base for B-29 '
s
42.8 Atlantic Charter, Allied War Aims
42.8 Landing of Jap balloons on west coast
42.5 Bong, Pacific war ace
40.9 Royal Tiger, superior tank
40.9 Retirement of Cordell Hull
40.2 Meaning of reconversion
37.2 German offensive in Belgian Bulge
37.0 Patton, leader of tne 'Third Army
36.5 Recall of General Stilwell from China
36.4 Greek Civil War
36.1 MacArthur, Allied Pacific leader
34.9 Government position of Henry Wallace
34.0 Number of United States war dead
32.1 Organization of German Home Array
31.2 Meaning of term Inauguration
29.5 Admiral Nimitz, Commander of Pacific Pleet
22.7 Antwerp, Eurppean supply port
17.3 Preedora of air discussed at Air Conference
14.9 Alexander, Commander of Mediterranean Theater
14.8 Eisenhower, Commander of Allied Military Porces
8.3
Presidential election official by electoral
college vote




This chapter will Include an analysis of the data
tabulated in the previous chapter in terms of the pur-
poses of this research and a statement of the conclusions
drawn from the findings of the investigation,
A restatement of the organizatjon and purposes
of this study is pertinent at this time since the sum-
mary and conclusions will be drawn on the basis of these
purposes and the data obtained. It was the purpose of
this study to attempt to determine on a fifth year
level (1) how much children knew about current events,
(2) what type of news children were most informed about,
(3) what difference there was between the interest and
information of boys and girls, and (4) how much sponta-
neous Interest children had in current events.
To carry out this study a questionnaire of eighty-
five questions was organized. The questionnaire con-
sisted of two parts, the first part to Inquire into
children’s Interest in current events containing twenty
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choice questions and the second part to find out how
much information they had acquired about what is going
on in the world consisting of sixty-five informational
questions of various types — true and false statements,
multiple choice, completion, and matching exercises. The
questionnaire in its final mimeographed form was given
during the month of February 1945 to 468 fifth grade
boys and girls in eleven different communities, some
urban and some suburban.
The summary will be made in the order of the
above four purposes discussing first the informational
aspects and secondly the interest.
In regard to how much children know about current
events, as shown on Table IV p. 55, results from this
questionnaire indicated that they were not too well in-
formed upon the news events covered in this questionnaire.
Results from the 468 pupils tested on the sixty-five in-
formational questions showed that out of a possible
sixty-five points the average score was only 36.2 or
slightly better than half right. There was a wide range
of individual scores from the highest of sixty-one points
to the lowest of one answer correct out of a total of
sixty-five
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Only 2 per cent of the children tested could an-
swer over 90 per cent of the questions. Six per cent
were able to answer between 80 and 90 per cent of the
questions, 14 per cent knew from 70 to 80 per cent of
the answers. Ihe largest number of children, 26 per
cent, knew from 40 to 50 per cent of the questions and
23 per cent were able to answer between 60 and '^0 per
cent of the questions.
Ihe types of news about which children were in-
formed revealed interesting results. Reference to Tables
V and VI pp. 58-62 and to Table VII p. 64 will show that,
generally speaking, they were better Informed on home
front news than on war news. On matters concerning the
Presidential election, 90 per cent of the children were
familiar with the candidates, but they were unfamiliar
with terms concerning the election such as electoral
college and inauguration. Only 8 per cent of the
children knew that the re-election was not official until
the electoral college met and only 31 per cent knew that
the President, taking office, went through an inaugural
ceremony.
Concerning events which had been much publicized
in the United States, about one half of the children
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showed that they knew about these happenings. Seventy-
four per cent knew about the sensational capture of two
German spies who landed on the Maine coast; 63 per cent
had read about plans for universal military training
after this war. Fifty per cent of the children had
followed the much publicized case of the little boy.
Nubbins, who was seriously ill between Thanksgiving and
Christmas; while only 17 per cent were familiar with
decisions of the International Air Conference.
Apparently most children were conscious of many
of the shortages in this country caused by the war and
of the effort at home that has to be put into the win-
ning of a war. Eighty-nine per cent and 86 per cent of
the children realized that in February there was still
a shortage of war workers and of army nurses respectively.
Pifty-two per cent could identify the terra rationing as
selling goods in small amounts and 54 per cent under-
stood the necessity of reducing points to prevent a
drain on the food supply. The blackmarket was correctly
identified by 92 per cent of the group. The term recon-
version, much used during the three months period covered
by this questionnaire, was known by only 40 per cent of
the children^ while post-war was familiar to 69 per cent#
The most familiar figure in the forefront of
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United. States news was Franklin D, Roosevelt who was
known by 96 per cent of the children tested. Thomas
E. Dewey as a presidential candidate was identified by
76 per cent and Truman as Vice-President by 76 per cent.
Both Cordell Hull and Henry Wallace were familiar to
less than 40 per cent of the group.
On matters of foreign policy there was little
evidence of familiarity. Only 36 per cent knew that
General Joseph Stilwell had been recalled because of a
disagreement with Chiang Kai-shek and only 42 per cent
knew what the Atlantic Charter was.
The sports questions were answered correctly by
a large number of the group tested. Eighty-nine per
cent knew that horse racing had been stopped by govern-
ment regulation and 80 per cent realized that basket-
ball was becoming a popular sport in New England. Forty-
four per cent remembered that Army was victorious over
Navy in their fall game.
The remaining questions on the questionnaire were
concerned with war news. The children tested were rela-
tively unfamiliar with the campaigns in various theatres
of war. The fact that fighting was going on in the
Philippines even after the recapture of Manilla was known
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to 65 per cent of tiie group, while 57 per cent knew that
the campaign in Holland was slowed down hy floods. Less
than 50 per cent of the group knew that the war in China
was going badly for the United Nations during this period
and that the Germans staged a temporary comeback in the
Battle of the Bulge.
Some events of prominence in regard to the war
such as the civil war in Greece, the number of American
service men killed in this war up to January 1, 1945,
the formation of a Home Army in Germany were familiar to
less than 36 per cent of the group. Sixty-four per cent
of the children knew that a new rank, popularly ca].led
five star general, had been created in the United States
Army. Sixty per cent were familiar with the story of
the sinking of the German battleship, Tirpitz, and 55
per cent knew that the robot bombs were more destructive
of civilian property than of military objectives.
Some war terms and war equipment were well known
by the children such as retreat and ground forces which
were identified correctly by over 82 per cent of the
group. It is interesting to note that 57 per cent iden-
tified the term Luftwaffe correctly while only 56 per
/
cent made the correct association with the term United
Nations, As to their knowledge of war equipment 84 per
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cent knew that the B-29 was the largest long range
bomber in the world, while 40 per cent were familiar with
4
the largest tank, the German Royal Tiger,
Concerning places of strategic importance in this
war, Tokyo was the most familiar being known by 83 per
cent of the pupils tested. Berlin was known by 77 per
cent of the group, London by 66 per cent, Moscow by 56
per cent, and Luzon as a large Island in the Philippine
group by 52 per cent. 'The Rhine River, Saipan, and
Antwerpjwith their correct associations, were recognized
by less than 48 per cent of the group.
The war leaders of the world, political and mil-
itary, and their positions were generally unfamiliar to
the majority of the group. The best known figure was
the Japanese Emperor, Hlrohlto, known by 80 per cent of
the group. Second was Commander in Chief of the Chinese
Forces, Ghiang Kai-shek, who was known by 78 per cent of
the group, English Prime Minister, Winston Churchill,
was the next most familiar leader known by 76 per cent.
German Field Marshall von Rundstedt was recognized by
61 per cent of the group, Henrich Himmler, Chief of the
Gestapo, Joseph Stalin, Charles de Gaulle and Major
Bong, American flying ace, were recognized by between
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Patton, Douglas MacArthur, Admiral Nimltz, General
Alexander, and General Eisenhower were known by 37 per
cent or less of the group. It was surprising to note
that only 14 per cent of the children knew General
Elsenhower by his official title of Supreme Comrr*ander of
the Allied Military Expeditionary Forces.
A third objective of this study was to see if
there was any difference in the knowledge and Interest
of boys and girls. In regard to differences in how much
they knew, results from the total scores of the two
groups revealed that the boys were slightly better in-
formed than the girls. Ihe average of the total scores
for the boys was 39,8 while that of the girls was 32,6,
In general there was little difference between the know-
ledge of boys and girls on news concerning the home front.
On only four of the twenty- seven items concerning home
front news was there any difference which might be con-
. sidered Important. From 10 to 13 per cent more boys than
girls knew about the landing of the balloon on the West
coast, about the spy seizures, and about the meaning of
the terms reconversion and post-war.
Boys had no priority on the knowledge of sports
news with the exception of the outcome of the Army-Navy
football game. This question was answered correctly by
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50*4 per cent of the boys and by 38«2 per cent of the
girls.
Concerning the war news, however, the boys were
better Informed than the girls in twenty- two out of the
thirty-seven items on the questionnaire about the war.
There was little difference between both groups in their
awareness of the progress of battle campaigns except in
the case of the Philippine campaign. Twenty-one per
cent more of the boys knew that even after the fall of
Manilla the battle for the Philippines was still going
on. There was little difference either in their knowledg
of important events of the war with the exception of the
civil war in Greece, Of the boys 43.9 per cent answered
this question correctly and only 28.8 per cent of the
girls. The boys were better Informed, however, on most
questions concerning war terms and equipment, concerning
strategic places, and the identification of war leaders.
On nineteen out of the twenty-eight questions falling
in these four categories between 13 and 36 per cent more
boys made the correct associations than girls. Although
both groups knew that the B-29 was the longest range
bomber in use today, 30 per cent more boys knew enough
about the B-29 to know that the size of this plane made
it impossible for it to take off from carriers.
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Concerning places of strategic importance in this
war, the supply port of Antwerp was unknown to both groups.
The boys were more familiar with all other places men-
tioned in this questionnaire than were the girls.
As to the recognition of war leaders there were
some that were known to both groups and unknown as well,
as has been indicated previously. However, on seven out
of thirteen leaders mentioned from 12 to 26 per cent
more boys were familiar with the men and their positions
than girls*
Not only were the boys better informed about
current events but on this questionnaire they also showed
more interest in activities of current news nature. The
interest in world affairs was tested in Part I of the
questionnaire which consisted of twenty choice questions.
Each pair offered a choice between a current events ac-
tivity and some other type. One point was scored for
every choice of a current events nature Indicated, Thus
the interest score was the number of times a child chose
a current events activity. Out of a total of twenty
points the average interest score for all the boys was
10*5 and for the girls 7.9, In comparing the distribu-
tion of scores from zero to twenty for boys and girls
as shown on Table II p, 46, it will be seen that the
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boys again showed greater Interest than the girls. The
greater number of boys scores fell between ten and four-
teen while the greatest number of girls scores fell be-
tween three and eight.
In attempting to answer the question how much
interest do children have in current events, it is in-
teresting to note that the average score for both boys
and girls was 8.7. Out of the twenty possible current
events choices the average number of current events
choices was only 8*7 or approximately two fifths of the
total choices.
One way in which children have an opportunity to
get news information is by listening to the radio. Ac-
cording to their indication of preferences in radio pro-
grams, as indicated on Table I p, 44, only in one case
did they prefer a program of news value. Sixty-one per
cent of the children chose to listen to a war play while
only 33o4 per cent chose a continued story. In two cases
the choice was about half and half -- those choices being
between a dance band and a news broadcast and between a
news broadcast and a symphony orchestra. Sixty-nine per
cent of the children preferred to listen to Tom Mix
rather than the news.
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The movies present pictures of news value which
children have a chance to see* According to results the
majority of children had rather see a newsreel than
either previews or fashion note shorts. These were the
only two choices, however, in which a picture of news
content was preferred. In the other three choices 81
per cent of the children preferred a Walt Disney Comedy
to a newsreel, 56 per cent preferred a travel picture
to a March of Time, and 80 per cent chose a Walt Disney
comedy rather than a March of Time,
As to where the study of current events stood in
popularity with other subjects taught in school, there
was no instance in which current events was more popular
than the subject to which it was compared. The choice
was about equal in the cases of current events, arith-
metic, and reading. Of the children tested 52,1 per
cent chose a spelling bee while 42 per cent preferred a
news quiz. Fifty-five per cent had rather write a story
than a news report and 53 per cent preferred painting to
map work.
Another way in which children can gather informa-
tion about what is going on in the world is by listening
to and taking part in conversation at home. The results
indicated that many children liked to get news in this
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way. Seventy-five per cent preferred to talk about how
the war was going rather than to talk about the neigh-
bors. Sixty-three per cent had rather hear about war
news than about their mother’s shopping trip and 62 per
cent preferred discussing a soldier’s war experience to
a movie. The choice between talking about what happened
at school and about how our leaders were running the
country was about even as was also the choice between
discussing father's business and discussing current
events.
As the study progressed it was decided that it
would be interesting to determine how much the children’s
interest as indicated by their interest score carried
over into what they knew about world affairs as indicated
by their information score.
The total Information scores for those receiving
scores from zero through twenty were averaged aa shown
on Table III p, 48, The results seem to Indicate that
there is some correlation between the children's interest
and how much they know about current events. The highest
average percentages fall between the interest scores of
eleven and nineteen indicating that those most interested
are better informed.
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The results of this study Indicate that the
fifth grade children, as a whole, tested Oy this ques-
tionnaire were not well informed on all types of news.
Some children had an amazing amount of information about
news items used in this survey. It would be interesting
to find out by further investigation what factors con-
tributed to the superior knowledge of some children.
Was it intelligence, better home background, more directed
study in school or what were the contributing factors?
The children were better informed on home front
news than on war news. In regard to home news, they were
more cognizant of events which touched their own lives
such as shortages and war work than of events of greater
military and political significance. Sensational news
too was known by many in the group. Only the most pub-
licized of public figures were familiar to the children.
Matters of foreign policy apparently are too far beyond
the understanding of fifth grade children to be meaning-
ful. Children evidently follow sports news with Interest.
Concerning their knowledge of war news, battle
campaigns and events of the war were not known by the
majority of the* group. They understood terms used in
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wartime and were well informed about war equipment. In
general, places of strategic importance were not familiar
nor were world military and political leaders. The most
familiar places and names were enemy capitals and leaders
whose names had been used as bywords in this war.
Although both boys and girls were about equally
well informed on home front news, the boys had a better
understanding of most phases of the war.
Children of this age are not particularly inter-
ested in activities of a current events nature. The boys
were more interested than the girls ^although possibly
this may be explained by the existence of a war situation.
It would be interesting to give a questionnaire of this
type in peace time to see what degree Interest and in-
formation differ under normal conditions.
Those children who were most interested in current
events had the most information which would indicate that
one factor which seems to influence the amount of know-
ledge a child has concerning world affairs is his inter-
est in this type of thing.
The results of this study show that many aspects
of current events are well within the comprehension of
nine, ten and eleven year old children and that once
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Interest in this field has "been aroused children can
make use of not only direct Instruction but many other
agencies at their disposal for the gaining of a better
understanding and awareness of what is going on in the
world around them. The job for the fifth grade teacher
would seem to be to arouse interest in current events
and then to guide the children in using these many
agencies.
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Name (Check) Boy Girl Date 91
Grade School
PART I
Directions: In the following exercises you are asked to make choices
as to things you like to do best. If you could do only one of the
activities in each group, mark the one you v/ould like to do best by
placing a check in front of it.
Example: V/hich would you like to do best?
go to the dentist
or
go to the circus
You would probably place a check in front of ”go to the circus,"
Put it in.















5 , a news broadcast
or
a symphony orchestra
B, Which movie would you like to see?








a fashion note short
'lAPnich would you like to do in school?
1 . _do arithmetic
or
have current events
_read your nev/s magazine
or
_read your reading book












have a spelling bee
or
have a news quiz
v/rite a story
or
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2
D. Which topics of conversation v/onld. you most enjoy listening to
and taking part in at your dinner table at home?



















Directions: Choose the best ending for each of these sentences.
Place the number of the ending you choose on the line before the
sentence
.




Choose the best ending, V/riat number should be placed
in front of the sentence?
1. General Joseph Stllwell was recalled from China as commander
of the China-India-Burma theatre of v/ar because
1, he had business to attend to in the ‘United States,
2, he and Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek did not agree
on how the war should be carried on in China,
3, the campaign was not gaining ground fast enough
in that area;
2, Cordell Hull recently retired as Secretary of State because
1, he v/as ill,
2, he and the President disagreed,
3, he was given a new position,
3. The result of the German robot bombings on England has
been to
1, seriously damage many wai- factories,
2, break dov/n the courage of the Englisls.
3, cause suffering and destruction among civilians,
4, According to lav/, the re-election of President Roosevelt
on November 7 v/as not certain until January 6, 1945, because
1, the soldiers’ vote v/as not all in until then,
2, the number of votes was so close they coTild not to].l,
3, the votes of the electoral college were not co'ontcd
until then.
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6, Although the Nazis have been driven out of Greece for many
weeks, fighting has still been going on there between
1, some Greeks and some British,
2, some Russians and some Greeks,
3, some Japanese and some Russians,






One of the largest, most heavily armored, and best known
tanks nov; in use in this war is called
1, the flame throv/er,
2. the Royal Tiger,
5, the Mustang,
PART III
Directions : Before each sentence there is a
-f- and a — sign.
If you believe that the sentence is correct, draw a circle ' around
the 4- sign. If you believe that a sentence is not correct, drav^ a
circle around the — sign.
Examples: — A nickel is v/orth five cents. Draw a circle
around the -f- sign,






— One of Germany’s largest battleships, the Tirpltz, has
been sunk recently by the British,
—









— A large balloon sent over by the Japanese was found on
the West coast a short time ago,
— The man who ran for President against Franklin D. Roosevelt
in 1944 was Thomas E. Dev/ey,
— Henry A. Wallace is our new Secretary of State.
— Army and Navy officials believe that after this war all
boys should bo made to have some military training as
part of their education,
— Recently several high Army officers have boon promoted
to a noY/ rank to whom people give the name ”5 star
generals."
— During the time betv;oen Pearl Harbor and January 1, 1945,
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— The United States nov/ has enough people working in
war plants.
— In the much talked of Army-Navy football game in
December, Navy v/as victorious over Army,
— Basketball is becoming a popular sport in Nev/ England,
— The military campaign in Eolland was slov/ed down by
floods
•
— The Germans on the Western front have been continually
retreating since D-Day,
— The war in China has been going badly for the United
Nations ,*
— V/o have nov/ retaken from the Japanese all of the
Philippine Islands,
— The O.F.A. recently had to take av;ay some of our red
and blue points to keep our food supply safe,
— The Army and Navy have plenty of nurses to care for the
wounded service men,
— At the recent International Air Conference it v/as agreed
by all nations present that after the war there shall be
freedom of the air.
— Nubbin's illness was so serious that he died just before
Christmas
,
— The two Gorman spies who landed in Maine a short time
ago are still being hunted by the F.B.I.
PART IV
Directions: Put the missing word in the blank space in each
sentence. Choose your missing word from the list at the end of
the exercise. You v;ill not need to use all of the words,
1. The Germans have recently organized a to
help the army fight the United Nations when the fighting enters
the Gorman homeland,
2. On January 20 President Roosevelt v/ent through the ceremony of
taking office, v;hich is called the President's
3. The act of changing our wartime industry and business back to
peacetime production is called
,
4. Harry S. Truman is the nov/ of the United
States
,
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Directions: In these exercises put the number of the group of
words in col’omn 2 in front of the word in column 1 with v/hich it






















1, Chief of the German Secret Police
2, Leader of the French government
3, One time head of the W.P.B,
4, Vice-president of the United
States
5, Marshall of the Soviet Union
6, Gorman Minister of Propaganda
7, President of the United States
8, Emperor of Japan
Republican candidate for President
10, Prime Minister of England
EXERCISE B
1, Soldiers who fight on land
2, to draw back from the enemy
3, crack German troops
4, the German air force
5, statement of Allied war aims
6, sell goods in small amounts
Ip buying and selling things against
the law
8. a scarcity of something
9, after the war
10
a government department
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Antwerp 1. Pacific base for B-29’s
Luzon 2. Capital of Russia
Saipan 3. Capital of the United
States
Tokyo 4. Capital of England
Moscow 5. Largest island of the
Philippines
Rhine River 6 . Important supply port
in Europe
London 7. Capital of Germany
Berlin 8. Western defense lino of
the Gormans






held by American soldiers
EXERCISE D
Lt. -General George S. Patton 1. Commander in Chief of
the Pacific Fleet
Field Marshall von Rundstedt 2. Commander in Chief of
the Chinese Army
Admiral Chester W. Nimitz 3. Chief of Staff of the
U . S . Arm^y
General Douglas MacArthur 4. C ommar.de r of the U.S,
3rd Army
Major Richard Bong 5. Commander of the
Mediterranean theater
General Sir H.R,L^G. Alexander 6 , One time ace flier in
the pacific
Generalissimo Chlang Kai-shek 7. German Commander of the
•Vi/e stern Front
General Dv/ight D, Eisenhov/cr 8. Supremo Comm.andor of the
Allied Forces in the
Pacific
9. Commander in chief of
the U.S, Fleet
10, Supremo Commander of the
Allied Military
Expeditionary Forces
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f^esulis Of Each Informational Question.
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